
TrackingTheWorld Releases New Fleet Tracking
Devices

Fleet Tracking Devices

New AVL GPS Tracking Devices Offer CDMA Capabilities
When GSM Coverage Is Limited

BURLINGAME, CA, USA, May 27, 2015 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- TrackingTheWorld recently released
two new GPS fleet tracking devices ideal for fleet tracking
purposes. The AVL55 CDMA, and the AVL300 CDMA offer
superior coverage in areas not covered by GSM technology.

"We’re pleased to offer the AVL55 and AVL300 to our
customers as they offer more options and greater reliability
where GSM technology is limited.  Both devices offer
greater security, and affordable GPS fleet tracking options," said Gilbert Walz, CEO of
TrackingTheWorld.

The AVL55 CDMA tracker is a micro-CDMA tracking option, and offers reliable tracking across
multiple tracking applications, particularly vehicle tracking and fleet tracking.  Multiple I/0 interfaces
allow external hardware operations and monitoring, and the device's GPS receiver ensures greater
sensitivity and faster fix times. The device supports real time tracking and intermittent tracking options
through dual band CDMA200-1x, and allows for options including establishing and monitoring geo-
fences, low battery detection, and intermittent GPS location reports based on the user’s needs.  

Compact and versatile, the AVL300 CDMA tracker is designed for a broad range of vehicle tracking
and fleet applications, including monitoring driver behavior and vehicle tracking.  Multiple I/O
interfaces allow the device to be used for controlling or monitoring external devices.  A GPS receiver
offers superior sensitivity and faster fixes times, and CDMA2000-1x capabilities provide real time and
intermittent tracking through a backend server and mobile devices. The device is equipped with one
analog input and two digital outputs.  The AVL300 CDMA is equipped with a 3-axis accelerometer for
motion detection and conserving battery life, and is compatible with a wide range of reporting options,
including panic alerts, geo-fencing alerts, harsh driving notifications, low battery alert, and intermittent
GPS position reports.

"TrackingTheWorld offers assistance in both understanding the differences between CDMA and GSM
trackers, and in selecting the device that is right for each customer.  Give us a call and we’ll get you
started," said Walz.

TrackingTheWorld, based in Burlingame, California, has exclusively specialized in GPS trackers and
GPS tracking software for more than 12-years.  For more information about TrackingTheWorld’s new
CDMA line of tracking devices, please visit www.trackingtheworld.com, email
sales@trackingtheworld.com, or call 650-692-8100.
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